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Name: Implosion - Never Give Up Hope Version: 1.2.10 Root Required?: NO &amp; YES Mod #1: 1. Infinite money. 2. Unlock all badge rewards. [ Collect them ] 3. Scarlet unlocked. [Collect it from badges ] 4. Massive damage. 5. Massive health. 6. Massive anger. 7. Massive shield. 8. Massive hacking level. 9. Massive Agility. 10. Massive armor. 11. Massive endurance. 12.
Massive drop rate of item. 13. Always critical. 14. Always Dodge. 15. No skill cooldown. 16. No skills costs. 17. Fast level up 18. Full version unlocked. Mode #2: - Full version unlocked. - Infinite money. Install the steps: - Uninstall playtore version - Install a mode specific to your device GPU (check on Google for this) - Put obb data inside the internal memory folder Android / obb /
(or use the original version of obb) - Play! Note (UC): Click the small blue download button, NOT large (ad). Note (DU): Untick Use our download manager... (advertisement). Credits for: Glorywar Playstore Link: Google Play Download:Download mode #1: Download here (mod #2): Here (unsigned) Download (obb): - renaming/using original version obb Last modified: June 23,
2017 Reactions: neehv, koolboo, sapiajaib and another 22 @DaemonXSoul You need to add this note: Warning -Certain devices that have used this mode can cause the appearance of a black screen, to avoid cleaning the game data and uninstalling it and reinstalling the mode -Be sure to move the obb file to internal storage, not extsdcard to avoid this problem Last edited:
September 26, 2015 Reactions: LumiSw, Enlight, Nguyenkhoa and 15 others @DaemonXSoul You need to add this note: Warning -Certain devices that you used this mode can cause the appearance of a black screen, to avoid thos clean your game data and uninstall it and reinstall the mode again -Make sure to move the obb file to internal storage and not extsdcard to avoid this
problem OK I did exactly as in said removed files from Android data but still displays black screen after rayark. I use unlimited money apk,but if I install a normal apk it works but with modded black screen. please can you help my phone is one plus two so no ext card you also wrote it just below the download links so there is no need for. If anyone wants can like your post for help so
ok I did exactly as you said removed files from Android data but still displays a black screen after rayark. I use unlimited money apk,but if I install a normal apk it works but with modded black screen. please help my phone is one plus two so no ext card also ok I did exactly as you said removed files from android data but still displays black screen after rayark. I use unlimited money
apk,but if I install a normal apk it works but with modded black please, you can help my phone is one plus two so no ext card also Do it: - Install play store version - Launch it - Wait is fully loaded - Uninstall it and follow only all the installation steps on the first post Hi, I also have the same problem . I installed the playstore version Tutorial. I uninstalled it and installed mod3 and put
obb data in the folder (I have no external memory). I got a black screen after Rayark. Hi, I also have the same problem. I installed a playtore version, played a tutorial. I uninstalled it and installed mod3 and put obb data in the folder (I have no external memory). I got a black screen after Rayark. Following BBT instructions in 2nd post didn't work? yes, following the instructions, step
by step, I got a black screen. I checked every time before and after installation, obb file. yes, following the instructions, step by step, I got a black screen. I checked every time before and after installation, obb file. And that's what happens with all three fashions? That's weird... maybe @BIGboyTOY786 had a solution to it I managed to make the game work. I don't know if it's just me
or a few of us, three fashions don't work. Of the players of the second forum, he explained that he had the same problems. It can be a clue: I figured out why it won't with some phones. Make sure that the version on this apk is the same with obb. Mine PS version is 101000010 and mod is 101000080 I had to get version 101000080 obb from another place to make mod work and its
work ok now. So I guess, I did the same thing to solve problems on my phone, using OBB from here and using another mode called : Implosion - Never Lose Hope - VER. 1.1.0 (Overkill Mod) Now, I'm on Chapter 2 in this great game, Thank you very much! I managed to make the game work. I don't know if it's just me or a few of us, three fashions don't work. Of the players of the
second forum, he explained that he had the same problems. It can be a clue: I figured out why it won't with some phones. Make sure that the version on this apk is the same with obb. Mine PS version is 101000010 and mod is 101000080 I had to get version 101000080 obb from another place to make mod work and its work ok now. So I guess, I did the same thing to solve
problems on my phone, using OBB from here and using another mode called : Implosion - Never Lose Hope - VER. 1.1.0 (Overkill Mod) Now, I'm on Chapter 2 in this great game, Thank you very much! So, were you able to fix it?can you post where you got the obb? yes, I finished Campaing &amp; Extras, so it worked for me. I used an OBB file fromAVDE in this post and took the
mode : Implosion - Never give up hope - VER. 1.1.0 (Overkill Mode) (Google) I hope it helps. Last edited: October 1, 2015 Ok will surely test it later this game's kewl Black display using mod 2 im uzuing obb from playstore main.101000080.com.rayark.implosion.obb ok.. does this mean that the OBB provided together with the modded APK is incompatible with them? noob
question... because no one has ever mentioned .. just use the OBB listed using main.101000080.com.rayark.implosion.obb and modded APK version: main.101000000.com.rayark.implosion is it still old ver? or they thanks Page 2 Updated to latest version 1.1.3 Added Mega MOD #4 Added links for all GPUs Please remove the #3 mode with a one-punch greeting. new here. So
thank you for this. my implosion now works 100%. my obb is main.101000090.com.rayark.implosion actually them using the old version 1.1.0, so this is my guide how to do it on my phone. Thank you. Reactions: nomachi I use Bluestacks, so which version should I download? Please make a moded apk on the latest implosion Download speed so slow Download Speed so slowly
Can you stop complaining! download speed has nothing to do with the modder or forum, it's either your network problem or the download server limits speed because it's free?!! Updated: Jan 9, 2016 Reactions: Pavara Merci pour le faire chez moi Reactions: pypol issue resolved downloading CPU identifiers in play store to know what GPU your device has if
(adreno,small,power,tegra) download the entire game in the game store, what is version 1.1.3 copy obb file in pc or copy it in another folder or drive in phone (just copy do not move) uninstall the game and restart the device download modded apk here in android republic install then copy then copy obb in your device (obb folder) FYI: modded implosion does not sync in Google
Play you can not get any achievement or save your progress in the cloud Reactions: aiis89 Mod #1 for GPU PowerVR apk link expired. Links from Little Mods #1 and #2 are down Also mod #4 powervr link expired. Only mod #3 powervr link works Sorry, but I already downloaded mod1 adreno gpu (ver 1.1.3) and stuck on a black screen after rayark logo please I just wanted to play
without any fashion (just unlock the game) Hi, I have the same problem . I installed a playtore version, played a tutorial. I uninstalled it and installed mod3 and put obb data in the folder (I have no external memory). I got a black screen after Rayark. I'm too bro... I got a black screen after rayark and I use one pluss one no ext.sdcard. Page 3 links from a small mod #1 is fake. Even
OBB Still black screen.. I used play-store obb though. Did the fresh installation then move the obb to the EDIT path: it will do further tests to see if the PS version works ok for me. Last Updated: May 16, 2016 Updated to latest version 1.2.7 update please... 1.2.9... I try to install this mode with google obb(1.2.9) got a blank screen after rayark on the screen Can you make a mode
only with this? 1. Full version unlocking 2. inf Gold 3. A high rate of decline that would be great thanks Can you make a mode with just this? 1. Full version unlocking 2. inf Gold 3. The high rate of decline that would be phenomenal thanks I'm not the one who made this mode, I won't be able to edit it. Tnx yiu so much..... It works well ... V1.2.9 is up? Can I know if this will be updated
or not ? I don't want to get my hopes up. Thank you so much! It works unlike other places, I really want lite mode does not include mod money because it makes it seem less fun. Cant download mode v1 , always wrong ip 1.2.10 mod already release! Bro help me mod game bladeboumd thanks [Attachment removed from quote] Name: Implosion - Never lose hope Version: 1.2.7
Root required?: NO Mod #1: 1. Infinite money. 2. Unlock all badge rewards. [ Collect them ] 3. Scarlet unlocked. [Collect it from badges ] 4. Massive damage. 5. Massive health. 6. Massive anger. 7. Massive shield. 8. Massive hacking level. 9. Massive Agility. 10. Massive armor. 11. Massive endurance. 12. Massive drop rate of item. 13. Always critical. 14. Always Dodge. 15. No
skill cooldown. 16. No skills costs. 17. Fast level up 18. Full version unlocked. Mode #2: - Full version unlocked. - Infinite money. Install the steps: - Uninstall playtors version - Install a mode specific to your device GPU (check on Google for this) - Put obb data inside the internal memory folder Android / obb / - Play! Note (UC): Click the small blue download button, NOT large (ad).
Note (DU): Untick Use our download manager... (advertisement). Credits for: Glorywar Playstore Link: Google Play Download (mod #1): Download here (mod #2): Download (obb) here): Here Bro game update 1.2.10 you can update sir. Thank you. 1.2 10 Page 4 obb file download doenst work or is super low.. is it possible to load it into mega? 1. Install the playstore version of the
game. 2. Use the file manager and go to sdcard / android / obb / [here] and find com.rayark.implosion and rename it at com.rayark.implosionXX 3. Uninstall playstore version, OBB will remain because you have been renamed. 4. Download and install my modded apk. 5. Enjoy this apk is only for rooted phone error must be bcause older obb.. I get
Install_Parse_Failed_No_Certifikates errors with Mod1. I use rooted Bluestacks. Mod 2 works fine. Any ideas on how to solve it? I did everything according to the instructions, but again it does not load ...:tearsofjoy: did you download and place the obb in the right place? There is no obb link for this new version, so the instructions should be: - Install and launch playtore version -
Complete all data download - Cancel and rename obb - Uninstall ps version and install the mode - Rename obb back as it was and play play
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